Macd...hum!
I am giving here some taughts about the Macd and of course welding it to the 4hrs Macd Strategy.
I understand that others could have different interpretation and it is quite allright with me! I find it allways chanlenging reading different ways of thinking,
so there it is :
sometime there is divergence between the pair and Macd or Macd's figures, but if Macd is ignore, a lot of signs are missing and evaluation of the market
has a certain weakness:
-macd above or below zero gives a rapid hint if trend is up or down.
-the height above or below zero give, on a blink, if the pair could be overbought or oversold.
-Macd would signal to be more carefull if the level stand close to zero.
- divergence seen between macd and the price action suggess to trader to be aware of a possible trend change ahead.
-a very high or very low macd would signal the trader to «think more than once» before taking a trade if a TC gets around.-make sure there is still room to
get to the target.
-formations (RT, RB,TC,etc)
-macd movements are part of the anticipation of the pair.
As exemple below :

For me, evidence of a weak right shoulder represented a very important indicationé It has been delevered by the macd that at the vertical dotted line
showing a RB was a sign that a fall in price would come soon. So knowing that a fall was coming, I was giving importance on the figure (SHS) rather than
the RT.-those who took the RT without reading the market- And I am no exception IF I do not read the market.-got stop out.
Without the Macd, with such evidence, would I have seen the fall from candles chart only?-not sure.
There it is, comments are welcome,
thank you for reading me,
Yvon

